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About This Game

Save Dash is a simple yet challenging hardcore running arcade game.

All you need to do is to jump through 18 different sectors and save a small creature called Dash.

Game features:
* Stunning graphic

* Blood or no blood option
* 18 unique sectors

* 3 difficulty levels: Normal, Hard and Insane
* 11 different ways how Dash can die

and more will come…
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I love this experience. When I first got VR I saw the potential in it not just to enhance current games but also using it as a way to
experience art and entertainment in a new way. This game does the latter, although it is very breif. I'm also a huge fan of dance
in general, so that may bias my review a bit.. I really don't understand all the complaints about this dlc. Yes the hacking isn't
very well explained, but that was fixed in recent updates. Besides, Behemoths took some time to fully understand and use
effectively, for me at least.

Anyway on to my personal thoughts and opinions of Penumbra. I love the hacking, especially the more I learned how to use it
better. It adds more planning about how you go against other empires and now you can hurt other empires without having to go
to war with them. This does make turns longer and therefore games longer though. As for the Umbral Choir, I view them as OP,
both for playing as and playing against (whether AI or another player). A good player simply cannot lose when playing them
against AI, even on the harder difficulties. While I don't play online, if you pick the Umbral Choir other players could gang up
on you much like the cultist in Endless Legend. When playing against an AI Umbral Choir it's not a guaranteed loss as I've beat
them. However, eliminating them out of the game is another story. The Umbral Choir itself is interesting though, both their
mechanics and lore (ship designs too).

PROS:
- Hacking adds more depth to the game
- Umbral Choir has interesting mechanics and lore
- Cloaking finally in-game
- Recent updates fixed many issues and better explained hacking mechanics

CONS:
- Hacking makes game take longer
- Umbral Choir is too OP (in single player at least)
-  Hacking mechanics poorly explained (fixed in updates but I thought I'd note this here anyway). The game itself is brilliant,
Scene of the Crime is great, but despite what Steam said in the specs when I ordered it, it requires a separate graphics card, an
onboard card stutters and craps out.

Exteremly disappointed that Steam / Screaming Villians didn't make this clear before purchase, and that Steam didn't refund my
purchase when the issue was made clear to them.

Recommend the game, yes. Recommend Steam's ability to supply sensible specifications, no.. Really fun arcade racer (think of
a mixture of Dirt 2/3/Showdown and Motorstorm) that looks, feels and runs great.

I especially like the Wild Rush races since I'm a big fan of the Motorstorm series.

. it doesnt play. F*cking love this game!

Looks great, sounds even better and its freaking HARDCORE!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GJyZv4QGEI&list=PLplLGcjtA0L_5tOh_lX7PiuQns_ctfPhC
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A charming little valve-esque absurd vr experience. It's fun and it's free! So what is there not to recommend?. The physic is just
terrible.. I have changed my review to a thumbs up on this game as the developer was very quick to fix the issues I had with it.
The problems were:

1. On Level 82 I could not progress further because of a graphics bug.

2. On level 63 the car graphics did not fit inside the parking lot

3. The trophies for "completing all levels" and "getting 3 stars on all levels" did not unlock.

The developer responded within hours to my issue and fixed every one of them! He even fixed the stars being mis-
aligned on the level select screen after seeing my screenshot.

I paid 66 cents for this game and got about 1 and 1\/2 hours of enjoyment out of it. There are 100 levels of increasing
difficulty. You have to get your car out of the parking lot by moving the other cars around in a limited number of
moves. Some of the puzzles were quite tricky and took me a few tries to get 3 stars on. I really enjoyed myself and will
probably go back and play it again in the future.

Thanks for a fun time!. Still Not Dead is a minecraft-like FPS (but mostly just Unity asset flips). I got this in a bundle
and my card idler bugged out and gave me 35 hours playtime, but if you've ever played any FPS in the last 20 years, the
amount of "new" gameplay here is roughly 30 seconds. Effectively an arena survival shooter, you're stuck on what
might as well be a procedurally generated map with sprites chasing you. Kill enough of them and then go to an exit to
"progress".

Bear in mind this game was released in 2018, and the developer wants $10 for it... the gameplay and graphics are worse
than Wolfenstein 3D from 1991. A lot of very mediocre games are on Steam, many of them Unity asset flippers, yet
Still Not Dead manages to underperform that very low bar... it's truly awful. The only redeeming feature of this
"game" is that the $10 price tag might cause a few people to laugh.. it wont even let me play it man this sucks
. Very engaging game if you like an interesting blend of RTS \/ FPS base building conquering. Ambitious and mostly
successful, but a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in the beginning. Definitely worth buying when it's on
sale!. what retard made this game??
if u create a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665unity preset
dont be lazzy and put a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing guide\/tutorial how to play your
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 trash
im out ;\/\/\/
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